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Finite Time thermodynamics
Finite-time thermodynamics have been developed to provide in-principle limits of performance for processes opemting within finite intervals or at a nonzero rate. These performance limits are obtained by solving control problems where these perfornrarrces are optimized subject to given finite average rat,es/tiines of its processes.
The minimal work of separation is one of such in-principle limits that is defined as the minimal amount of work, required for separation of a mixture with the given composition. ' It plays fundamental role similar to the role of Carnot efficiency in science and engineeriirg. The reversible work of separation w i s obtained in classical thermodynamics. In this papcr we obta.in the irreversible work of separation Cor mechanical, heat driven arid chemical potential differcntial driven separation:
[t is kiiowri that the productivicy of an irreversible heat crrgiire is bounded. In this paper we derive s i n ilar bound on the produclivity of a heat driven s e y aration process.
Irreversible separation
Consider the s,ystem (Fig. I ) that includes reservoir, finite capacity output subsystem and the working l x~l y . Assiirnc that T , P are time independent. The reservoir's k-component vector oi concentra1,ions cg is time independent and therefore its vector of chernical potentials is also t,ime independent. The oiit- Lherefore the problem of minimum work A is re- . . . , .~ mal rates of flows obey equalities (7) . Equalities (7) hold for any non.switching solution. The minimal entropy production here is then the problem (2)-(4) Can be decomposed Onto 2k problems subject to
where uji = gj,'pj;(gji) is .<he function that determines dissipation. Problem (5), (6) is the averaged problem of nonlinear programming. Its optimal solution g ;
Lime independent and equal to (7) or switches over the interva.1 (0,r) between two SD called basic values. The latter corresponding to the problem where the convex envelope of the function uj;(gji) is lower than the value of this function at g; , , Characteristic forms of the function aji(g3;) for the time-independent and for switching regimes are shown in Fig. 2 . If the function utj is concave then the optimal rate gji is alwa.ys constant. Let us calculate the second derivative of a on g (we omit s u b scripts for simplicity). If it is positive then the constancy of rate in t,he optimal process is guaranteed.
and the minimal work of separation is
The optimal rates are determined by the initial and final states, which allows us to specify the estimate Onsanger's linear kinetics (9) holds for near equilib rium flows and from (11) it follows here that (11).
where
is the equivalent mass transfer coefficient on the a-th component and the minimal entropy production is
The average power of separation is Note that ,the irreversible eslimate of the work of s e p aration (16) does not tend to zero for poor mixtures when concentration of one of the components tend to one (Fig. 3) .
If the system includes not one but a number of output snbsystenls then it is clear that the minimal work ofseparation is the sum of the minimal works for each subsystem. For j -th subsystem we get 
The reversible separation of separation here is
The reversible work of separation is equal to the difference of the reversible work of separation for the initial mixture into pure components and this work of separation for the mixture in each of the output subsystems.
We 
Example.
Assume Ap = RT In(P,/P), g(P0, P ) = (Po -P)/a, and 0 c P < P,,,,,. Let us express PO in terms of g and P :
For each g Ap = R T l n ( a g / P + 1) Attains its minimum for P = = P,,,,,, therefore A&(gi) = RTln(a;gi/Pi,,,+ 1).
Consider continuous separation system with the input flow with concentration Q and m output flows (28) In this expression E = is the equivalent heat t.ransfer coefficient for continuous contact with the reservoirs is = for sequential contact. The maximal power determines the heat flow consumed from the hot reservoir. firther increase of heat consumption for given values of heat transfer coefficients requires increase of temperature differential between reservoirs and the working body and reduces the power. The dependence of the used power on the productivity of irreversible separation processes is monotonic (28). Therefore, the limiting productivity of heat driven separation processes corresponds to the maximal-possible power produced by transformation of heat into work. Further increases of heat consumption q+ reduces power, and therefore reduces the productivity of separation process.
For the Newton (linear) law of mass transfer and heat-work transformer the dependence of the power on thc heakuscd [7] is 
Conclusions
Irreversible work of separation obtained in this paper differs from reversible ones not only quantitatively hut also qualitatively. The reversible work of separation for such mixthres tends to zero. For poor mixtures with the concentration of one of the components close to one this work tends to a finite non-zero limit, which depends on the kinetics factors. This results are in qualitative agreement with experimentally observable amounts of energy required for separation of poor mixtures differ by the factor of For heat driven separation processes the novel results obtained in this paper include the estimate of minimal heat consumption as a function of kinetic factors and the thermodynamic limit on the productivity of heat driven separation.
